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Introduction 

Spirited Away (2000) has been interpreted from multiple perspectives, ranging from those            

of environmentalist values to the fading of cultural values in Japan. However, one that we               

found that was especially relevant to us, as adolescents, was that of identity. On first               

thought, we wanted to analyse Chihiro, considering that she had been the protagonist who              

went through the most character development and even had her name taken away from              

her, depicting themes of coming-of-age and identity loss. Upon further research, we also             

realised that for No-Face, despite barely speaking any meaningful lines, many of his             

actions in the film are actually symbolic representations of such behavior which would             

not have been obvious to an audience watching it for the first time. Hence, we felt that we                  

could add something creative onto the current film which would particularly highlight the             

theme of identity through No-Face, and through this process, to also teach teenagers how              

to deal with their own identity crises. Therefore, we decided to look into these two               

research questions: 

1) Can No-Face reasonably be interpreted as a representation of moratoriums based           

on Marcia’s 4 Identity Statuses? And if so, how?  

2) How can we create a product that will help adolescents struggling with identity             

crisis learn to deal with it? 

Our thesis statement is that No-Face does indeed symbolise moratoriums who struggle            

during their identity crisis based on Erikson’s 5th Stage of Psychosocial Development -             

Identity Achievement vs Identity Diffusion. The rest of the paper comprises of the             

literature review, where we will be outlining current literature on (i) No-Face and his              

significance in Spirited Away, and (ii) identity theories and the behaviour of adolescents             

currently going through an identity crisis, as well as the discussion chapter, where we will               

be analysing No-Face and how he aligns with characteristics of a moratorium, as well as               



justifying our use of interactive fiction and first-person narration in our product, and             

using examples from the product itself to showcase how we implemented the “lessons”             

which we aimed to teach these teenagers. 

 
Literature Review 

 

In current literature, No-Face has been described as a metaphor for adolescents struggling             

with identity crises as well as young social outcasts, such as “a pathetic creature who               

does not have self, and he can only communicate through the voice of someone he has                

swallowed" (Saito, 2001) and “a lonely young Japanese person who does not know how              

to make friends” (Reider, 2005), as well as “a figure with defeatist characteristics” ,              

“possessing no real sense of self and unable to communicate effectively” (Kiridoshi,            

2008). In retrospect, most of these sources, while accurate and relevant in supporting the              

view that No-Face is the representation of a young social outcast, do not provide much               

analysis to back it up. Hence, we will be looking at some theories and symptoms of                

identity crisis in adolescents in order to later analyse (in the discussion chapter) how              

No-Face aligns with this view.  

 

In Toder and Marcia’s (1973) study, “Ego identity status and response to conformity             

pressure in college women”, 64 college women were separated into 4 categories based on              

James Marcia’s 4 Identity Statuses: identity achievement, moratorium, foreclosure, and          

identity diffusion; thereafter, they were given an Asch conformity task in order to study              

conformity within these women. They came to the conclusion that those under            

moratorium and diffusion tend to be vulnerable to peer influence. The underlying            

principle behind this is that once they find a value acceptable, they can “readily introduce               

it into the inner vacuum that forms the identity deficit”, so they are more easily               

influenced than others (Toder & Marcia, 1973; Baumeister et al., 1985). 

 

Other symptoms of an identity crisis/deficit also include extreme fluidity and fluctuation            

of feelings and attitudes, emptiness (Rubins, 1968), and an apparent apathy for and             



detachment from the mundane affairs of daily life (Bickford, 1972, Baumeister et al.,             

1985). 

 

Methodology & Research Process 
We used research databases such as ResearchGate and JSTOR for literature regarding            

No-Face’s significance in Spirited Away, though most of the research we found was             

unrelated to the theme of identity. Hence, we decided to first look at Erikson’s              

Psychosocial Development Stages, using scholarly articles and journals, particularly the          

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, for common behaviour of adolescents           

going through identity crises. We later used this during our own analysis of No-Face,              

along with the help of some blog posts and video essays, in order to prove that No-Face                 

aligned with our view of him as a representation of adolescents undergoing identity             

crises.  
 
Key Issue 

Gaps in Literature 
Compared to other YA novels, where the author has already laid out the path for the                

reader, our creative product gives the reader the freedom to make decisions for the              

protagonist, deciding the plot for themselves and in doing so learn the consequences of              

whatever decisions they make in the story and apply whatever they have learnt from our               

book into their own personal lives. This adds a layer of interactivity into our creative               

product, making it a more engaging read for our target audience. Furthermore, being a              

story adapted from a Japanese film, Singaporean teenagers might also be able to better              

relate to it due to cultural similarities with another East Asian culture (compared to YA               

fiction novels mainly written by Western writers etc).  
 
Findings and discussion 

a) Now, we will be discussing how No-Face is a representation of moratoriums based on              

Marcia’s 4 Identity Statuses. No-Face shows a clear vulnerability to external influence.            

This is first seen when he lures the greedy frog worker Aogaeru with gold, before               

devouring him soon after. He immediately gained its voice and greedy mannerisms,            



tempting the bathhouse workers with more gold in exchange for food and service. Hence,              

we can see how No-Face takes on the attributes of whatever or whoever he eats.               

Furthermore, surrounded by the greedy bathhouse workers, his material gluttony also           

intensified, demanding more of everything by showering the workers with gold, showing            

us that he was fuelled by the mindsets of those around him. However, when Chihiro led                

him out of the bathhouse, he returned to his usual docile self. When No-Face settles at                

Zeniiba’s house, he also seemed to be positively influenced by his surroundings, politely             

sipping tea, eating the cheesecake in a cultured manner (in contrast to his ravenous              

devouring of the food offered to him previously), and generally being quiet (in contrast to               

his loud and brash character in the bathhouse).  

 

No-Face also displays signs of extreme fluctuations and fluidity between attitudes,           

feelings, and states-of-mind. No-Face suddenly turns from a shy and timid spirit into a              

greedy creature upon eating Aogaeru, producing lots of gold and ingesting lots of food,              

further evolving into a gluttonous and brash monster, eating two more bathhouse workers             

and throwing a tantrum afterwards, asking to see Chihiro. He then quickly turns sad again               

when Chihiro told him that he “could not give her what she truly wants”, before returning                

to his quiet self once again, even obeying Chihiro’s commands such as “sit” and “behave               

yourself”.  

 

No-Face also represents emptiness, not only visually, but also from his lack of a social               

life. He is of a translucent appearance, and shifts in and out of visibility; his mask is also                  

expressionless and barren apart from key facial features. Also, when Chihiro asked            

No-Face whether he has any friends or family, he says that he is lonely and that the only                  

thing he wants is Sen. In this sense, we can see that No-Face is empty as he does not have                    

any friends, and has been futilely trying to escape this emptiness by filling himself up               

with food. 

 

Lastly, No-Face is often observed to appear lost and detached from the reality of life. The                

first two times we see him, he is standing on the bridge to the bathhouse, watching as the                  

spirits pass him by. No one pays attention to him, except Chihiro. The next appearance is                

when Chihiro returns to the bathhouse by the side door, he appears briefly and walks               



towards the entrance before becoming invisible. In contrast to the bathhouse workers who             

are all busily scrambling around the Yuya, No-Face seems to be idle and lost, in that he                 

randomly appears at multiple spots around the bathhouse, doing nothing but standing and             

watching people pass him by, giving us the impression that No-Face himself does not              

even know what purpose he serves in life and is directionless. 

 

Therefore, on the basis that No-Face aligns with all the symptoms and behaviours as              

described in the Literature Review, we can conclude that No-Face can be reasonably             

interpreted as a representation of an adolescent struggling with their identity crisis. 

 

b) Our idea was to create a spin-off on Spirited Away, except that it was told from                 

No-Face’s point-of-view, and that after every chapter, readers will be given the freedom             

to choose how the story will continue, ultimately leading to different endings. The aim is               

to allow readers to experiment and judge for themselves what they should do in their own                

lives in order to end up in identity achievement. Through No-Face, which we have              

proven to show signs of having an identity crisis, the readers will also be able to identify                 

with him, and depending on whether the path that they chose for him leads to a dead                 

branch or if the story continues, they can then choose to model or steer clear of such                 

behaviour in their own lives.  

 

Now, we will justify the use of fiction in our product. From the perspective of social                

comparison theory (Festinger, 1954), uncertainty about personal issues motivates readers          

to relate to a character and deduce their world view, and also to pay attention to the                 

opinions or implied attitudes and beliefs of the narrator (Hakemulder, 2000). According            

to Shedlosky-Shoemaker et al.(2014), the higher the degree to which a character            

represents the reader’s ideal self, the higher the perceived self-expansion experienced           

through the character, suggesting that the potential of fictional characters to be role             

models. This function of fictional characters has also been backed by Buck (1999) and              

Hoorn and Konjin (n.d). This is because identification is “supposed to be conditional for,              

or even synonymous with social learning” (Bandura, 1971). In other words, the more we              

put ourselves in the shoes of models, the more we learn about the consequences of their                

actions. Readers then exhibit social learning mechanisms, and may “imitate or inhibit            



model behaviour depending on their expectations of either reward or punishment, hence            

learning behavioural norms” (Bandura 1977). According to Kaufman and Libby (2012),           

reading fiction, under the right conditions, may lead to real changes in the readers’ lives.               

They found that people who strongly identified with a fictional character who overcame             

obstacles to vote were more likely to vote in a real election several days later. They also                 

found that a first-person narrative produced the greater in participants' behavior,           

compared to versions of the narrative in 3rd-person. 

 

Thereafter, we will be using examples from our story to illustrate how we have              

implemented the ‘lessons’ which we aimed to teach our target audience. No-Face is             

portrayed as someone who is easily vulnerable to external influence; this is seen from “I               

still lacked a purpose in life and I blindly followed the crowd in search of it. This led me                   

down a dark path...I was kicked out of the house…[and] proceeded to participate in              

immoral activities with gangs around the village.”, showing how No-Face was influenced            

by the rebellious mindsets of those around him. This sends a message that since              

moratoriums are especially vulnerable to external influence (Toder and Marcia, 1973),           

they should surround themselves with the right people and remain true to themselves and              

their values, instead of being blinded by the desperation to find a purpose in life that they                 

simply accept any attitudes and beliefs of those that surround them and get led astray. 

 

In diversion 3 option A, Sen convinces No-Face to place his trust in her, “‘ I know you                  

have been mistreated before, but can you please just trust me this once?’...Right, it has               

been ages since I have placed my trust in anyone. I guess this is the first step to                  

redemption.” The significance of this part is to let adolescents know that if they are               

undergoing identity crisis and feel like they need to voice out their concerns, they should               

not be hesitant to talk to someone they trust, as this could be vital in resolving their                 

identity crisis. We felt a need to include this as moratoriums, “while possessing the              

capacity for intimacy in interpersonal relationships, shy away from the commitment that            

is required” (Kroger, 2004; Dyk and Adams, 1990), and might hence be hesitant to open               

up.  

 



“The stones are simply objects, my dear. Material things don’t define you, it’s what in               

your heart that truly counts.” The message behind this is that one should not let material                

things define their own identity, as they can be easily taken away which can cause these                

adolescents to struggle to cope with the loss of that aspect of their identity, intensifying               

the identity crisis. As Formica (2009) puts it, “in defining ourselves by virtue of things               

impermanent, we become lost to ourselves and lose our point of reference for our being               

in the world.” We want them to learn that it is our inner selves - our values, beliefs, and                   

attitudes which ultimately define ourselves.  

 

Conclusions 
In summary, it was proven that No-Face aligns with the view that he is a representation                

of adolescents under the “moratorium” status in that he displays vulnerability to external             

influence, extreme fluctuations of feelings and states-of-mind, detachment from the          

concerns of daily life, and is presented as an empty being in the film, based on our own                  

analysis and with reference to Marcia’s 4 Identity Statuses and Erikson’s Stages of             

Psychosocial Development. 

Regarding the product, we were able to come up with an interactive fiction short story               

spin-off on Spirited Away, written from No-Face’s point-of-view. We have also justified            

fiction as the chosen medium and the first-person narration with a character that is easy               

for the reader to identify with, and have implemented lessons such as the importance of               

self-worth, surrounding oneself with good company, and learning to open up and speak             

about their identity crisis with people they trust, in order to help the adolescents reach a                

stage of identity achievement rather than negative identity after the phase of identity             

crisis. 
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